
Dear Department of Environment and Primary Industries Staff,

URGENT:  Active logging coupe 348-510-0008 and/or 348-510-0002 and threatened species 
surveys and detections

Timber Release Plan Discrepancies
1. On the 19 December 2013 the Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) 

provided a copy of the “TRP” to myself in “shapefile” spatial data format.

2. As of 05 March 2014 the DEPI interactive map website “Forest Explorer 5” (http://nremap-
sc.nre.vic.gov.au/MapShare.v2/imf.jsp?site=forestexplorer) displays the Timber Release 
Plan (“TRP”) for the Central Highlands under the file-folder headings “Map Layers: Forest 
Activity: Timber Release Plans: Approved 2011-2016”.

3. Neither of the TRP shapefile provided on 19 December 2014 nor the current display of the 
TRP on the Department's website show the presence of logging coupe “348-510-0008” 
within the Ada Forest and the Tippy Gully catchment of the Ada River..

4. Both the TRP shapefile provided on 19 December 2014 and the current display of the TRP 
on the Department's website show the presence of logging coupe “348-510-0002” involving 
3 separate and abutting polygons (including 2 for the “coupe driveway”). 

5. VicForests' website shows the presence of coupe “348-510-0008” on their "Approved 
Timber Release Plan Map (with all approved amendments applied) Powelltown (East), 
(2013 – 2016)", which states that the map is “current as of 07/11/2013”.

6. Whilst one of the “coupe driveway” polygons overlaps a small part of the area of VicForests
coupe “348-510-0008”, the spatial distribution of this “coupe driveway” polygon identified 
as coupe “348-510-0002” is significantly different to the spatial distribution of coupe “348-
510-0008” as displayed on VicForests' website as.

Note: Coupe “348-510-0002” and the two associated “coupe driveway” polygons are also 
shown on the VicForests map.

7. Please confirm whether DEPI are aware of the existence of coupe “348-510-0008” and 
whether DEPI consider this coupe to be on an “approved Timber Release Plan”.

8. If DEPI understand coupe “348-510-0008” to be on an “approved timber release plan”, 
please detail the source of this information.

9. Logging is underway within VicForests clear fell logging coupe “348-510-0008”.

10. Please confirm whether DEPI are aware of VicForests logging within coupe “348-510-0008”.

11. If the Department is not aware of VicForests logging within coupe “348-510-0008” because 
VicForests have not alerted the Department to the approval of coupe “348-510-0008” please 
act immediately to restrain VicForests from continuing to log the forest within this area.

12. Alternatively, please provide me with the accurate and full spatial data for the current 
approved Timber Release Plan with all amendments applied as soon as possible.
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Threatened Species Detections
13. Surveys for the threatened Leadbeater's Possum, Leadbeater's Possum Habitat, Large Forest 

Owls and the Cool Temperate Rainforest Community have recently been undertaken within 
and adjacent to VicForests coupe “348-510-0008” and VicForests and DEPI coupes “348-
510-0002”.

14. These surveys have identified and recorded within VicForests coupe “348-510-0008”:
(a) The presence of Leadbeater's Possum within 400m of forest already cleared within  

coupe .
(b) A patch of forest in the southern section of the coupe containing a high density of 

dead eucalypt Hollow Bearing Trees (stags) of the type that comprise “Zone 1B” 
forest within the Central Highlands Forest Management Plan and the the Flora and 
Fauna Guarantee Act's Leadbeater's Possum habitat management prescriptions.

(c) A number of stags within and/or adjacent to the coupe, including in the northern, 
southern and eastern sections, with characteristic “key hole” fissures such as are 
created/utilised by the Leadbeater's Possum.

(d) The Sooty Owl roosting “recently and frequently” within and/or adjacent to the 
coupe.

(e) The presence of VicForests coupe demarcation tapes within the 40m “Ecological 
Rainforest Buffer” adjacent to a large stand of Central Highlands Cool Temperate 
Rainforest on the eastern border of the coupe.

(f) Logging operations within the “Special Protection Zone”.

Leadbeater's Possum
15. A report has been prepared detailing the presence of the Leadbeater's Possum within 

VicForests and DEPI coupe “348-510-0002” (and adjacent to VicForests coupe “348-510-
0008”) which can be found at the following address: 

http://faunaandfloraresearchcollective.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/140205-tippy-gully-catchment-ada-river-
ada-forest-e28093-348-510-0002-and-348-510-0008-lbp-detection-report-al_ffrc1.pdf

Cool Temperate Rainforest
16. A report has been prepared detailing the presence of VicForests coupe demarcation tapes 

within the 40m “Ecological Rainforest Buffer” adjacent to a large stand of Central 
Highlands Cool Temperate Rainforest on the eastern border of VicForests coupe “348-510-
0008” which can be found at the following address: 

http://faunaandfloraresearchcollective.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/140206-tippy-gully-catchment-ada-river-
ada-forest-e28093-348-510-0008-ctrf-boundary-report-al_ffrc.pdf

High densities of “stags” and “key-hole fissures”
17. A report has been prepared detailing the presence of a high density of “stags” and numerous 

characteristic “key-hole-fissures” within VicForests coupe “348-510-0008” which can be 
found at the following address: 

http://faunaandfloraresearchcollective.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/140305-tippy-gully_ada-forest-348-510-
0008-stags-and-key-hole-fissures-al_ffrc_web50.pdf

18. Further details, including audio documentation and the relevant spatial information of the 
presence of the Sooty Owl vocalisations and likely roosting within 100m of VicForests 
coupe “348-510-0008” (and/or VicForests and DEPI coupe “348-510-0002”)  will be 
provided as soon as possible.
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19. The Department must ensure that VicForests does not conduct any further operations within 
coupe “348-510-0008” unless or until the following have occurred:

(a) All Hollow Bearing Trees within and/or adjacent to the coupe have been inspected 
for the presence/absence of characteristic “key hole” fissures often created/utilised 
by the Leadbeater's Possum.

(b) Undertaken appropriate surveys for the presence/absence of the Leadbeater's possum
including at each of any hollow bearing trees identified with characteristic “key 
hole” fissures.

(c) Excluded all planned logging operations from any areas of “Zone 1A” and “Zone 
1B” forest.

(d) Undertaken appropriate surveys for the presence/absence of the Sooty Owl and 
Sooty Owl roost and/or nest sites.

(e) Amended its coupe demarcation tapes on the eastern boundary of the coupe and 
ensured that no logging operations occur within 40m of the Cool Temperate 
Rainforest boundary as identified using the “Differential Species Approach” (DSE 
2009).

(f) All areas of the “Special Protection Zone” have been excluded from the coupe.

20. Please confirm that the Department will restrain logging within coupe “348-510-0008” until 
each of Items 19(a-f) have been completed.

21. If the Department does not intend to ensure VicForests has completed or will complete all of
the actions at Item 19(a-f) prior to logging continuing within coupe “348-510-0008” please 
confirm the details of this position and provide the Departments reasons for not taking this 
action.

I look forward to your response and the provision of this information as soon as possible.

Andrew Lincoln
Fauna and Flora Research Collective Inc.
asl80@hotmail.com

05/03/2014
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